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<Satellite Manufacturing>
PETER B. de SELDING, PARIS
Demand for satellites with ever-greater
power appears to be picking up again as
commercial satellite operators become
comfortable with new technologies and
satellite manufacturers prepare spacecraft
capable of delivering 20 or more kilowatts of
electricity.
Industry officials have long said that at
least a portion of the commercial market
will demand satellites that test the limits
of what available launch vehicles can deliver to orbit, and that appears to be happening now.
Boeing Satellite Systems International of
El Segundo, Calif., is building two satellites
for Mobile Satellite Ventures of the United
States and Canada, each with 22-meter-diameter unfurlable mesh antennas — nearly
double the size of the antenna carried on
the Boeing-built Thuraya mobile telephone
spacecraft launched in late 2000.
TerreStar Networks of Reston, Va., a subsidiary of Motient Corp., has ordered two
TerreStar mobile communications spacecraft from Space Systems/Loral of Palo Alto,
Calif., that will have 18-meter-diameter antennas, with the possibility that one of the
two spacecraft will carry a 25-meter antenna.
Loral is building a single satellite for
ICO Global Communications of Reston,
Va., also for mobile communications. It will
have a 12-meter-diameter unfurlable antenna. The satellite is scheduled for launch in
November.
In a bid to keep up with U.S. satellite
builders’ progress in adding power to satellites, the European and French space agencies have contracted with Thales Alenia
Space and Astrium Satellites to jointly build

a new satellite platform, called Alphabus, to
provide more than 20 kilowatts of power.
The first Alphabus is scheduled for launch
in 2010 or 2011.
The current high-power product produced by Thales Alenia Space and Astrium
provides about 15 kilowatts at the end of the
satellite’s 15-year orbital life.
Blaise Jaeger, director of Thales Alenia
Space’s telecommunications business unit,
said the current market appears to be more
active at the upper and lower ranges of satellite onboard capacity than in the middle
range.
“For us it is important to be able to maintain a single production line capable of
manufacturing satellites with a power of anywhere from 5 kilowatts to more than 20
kilowatts,” Jaeger said. “The market currently is asking for satellites at the lower and
upper ends. There are fewer orders for middle-range spacecraft.”
Loral is currently producing five 20-kilowatt satellites, with the first scheduled for
launch this year. Loral is building the
EchoStar 11 direct-broadcast television
satellite for EchoStar Communications
Corp. of Englewood, Colo., which may or
may not find a launch slot this year aboard a
Sea Launch Co. rocket, depending on Sea
Launch’s manifest as it returns to flight from
a January failure.
U.S. and European builders have different ways of referring to satellite power. U.S.
companies commonly refer to the amount
of power available to the entire satellite at
the end of its 15-year life. European manufacturers, when referring to power, list the
power available to the satellite’s payload
electronics only.
Loral, which has been among the more
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Demand for Larger, More Powerful Satellites Returns
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successful commercial satellite manufacturers in winning new contracts over the
past three years, is preparing to further increase satellite power, to 25 kilowatts in the
short term and, longer term, to 35 kilowatts, said Christopher T. Hoeber, the company’s senior vice president for program
management.
Hoeber said Loral has made two proposals to customers for 25-kilowatt satellites,
and has received preliminary inquiries from
at least one potential customer about a 35kilowatt product.
“For customers that today ask us about

a 25-kilowatt product, we can show that we
already have the building blocks to be able
to do this as part of our technology-insertion plan,” Hoeber said, adding that going
from 20 kilowatts to 35 kilowatts “requires
no new technology, but it will require a
multiyear technology development and insertion plan.”
Providing additional power means
adding more batteries to the satellite’s platform, and taking account of the need that
more power produces more heat, and that
this extra heat will need to be evacuated
somehow.
Replacing nickel-hydrogen batteries
with lithium-ion units helps reduce the
weight gain of a satellite as more power is
added, as does the use of ion-electric propulsion for in-orbit station-keeping.
Hoeber said customers are now comfortable with lithium-ion technology and that
Loral, which builds batteries and also purchases them from Mitsubishi Electric Co. of
Japan, has used them on the last dozen satellites it has built.
Loral also has added ion-electric propulsion units on three satellites — the same
technology used by Russian satellite builders
for decades but only recently adopted in the
West by Loral and by Snecma of France.
Six satellites — three built by Loral and
three built by Astrium Satellites — now are
operating with ion-electric thrusters, which
can save hundreds of kilograms of weight
for a large satellite. Five Loral satellites under construction also carry the technology,
Hoeber said, adding that the spacecraft also
carry at least a small complement of conventional thruster propellant as a backup.
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Eight to 10 Orders for Small GEO Comsats Expected in 2007
Building small geostationaryorbiting telecommunications
satellites has become perhaps the
most dynamic segment of the
commercial satellite-manufacturing industry in the past five years.
Several builders of large
spacecraft — including Lockheed Martin Commercial Space
Systems, Space Systems/Loral
and Thales Alenia Space — have
adapted their production lines
to maintain the capacity to provide spacecraft with a launch
mass of less than 3,500 kilograms
and a power output of less than 5
kilowatts.
Joining the competition in
this market segment are Orbital
Sciences Corp., Astrium Satellites
of Europe and its joint venture
with India’s Antrix Corp., and
still-emerging efforts at Surrey
Satellite Technology Ltd. of
Britain and OHB System of Ger-
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many backed with European
Space Agency funding.
Dulles, Va.-based Orbital Sciences plans to deliver five of its
pioneering Star satellite platforms this year. The company has
10 of these models in its backlog,

including three orders won so far
in 2007.
Orbital Sciences Chief Executive David W. Thompson estimates that of the 25 commercial
geostationary telecommunications satellites expected to be

ordered this year, between eight
and 10 will fit the small-satellite
definition. Orbital expects to
win about five of these orders,
he said.
Thompson said the decline of
the U.S. dollar relative to the
euro and other currencies
should help Orbital, but that the
competition remains tough.
Among the newcomers that
already have made their presence
felt is the joint venture between
Astrium Satellites and Antrix, the
commercial arm of the Indian
Space Research Organisation
(ISRO). The venture landed its
first two contracts last year for
satellites that will feature Indian
satellite platforms outfitted with
European-built payloads.
ISRO has begun work on the
satellites, ordered by Eutelsat of
Paris and Avanti Screen Media of
the United Kingdom. Eutelsat’s
W2M and Avanti’s Hylas satellites
will be based on ISRO’s standardized I-3K and smaller I-2K platforms, respectively.

Both ISRO platforms were
originally designed for India’s
domestic telecommunications
and meteorological satellite
needs. The I-2K satellite, with a
liftoff mass in the 2 to 2.4 metric
ton range, was designed to be
lofted by current versions of India’s Geostationary Satellite
Launch Vehicle (GSLV). Satellites based on the roughly 3-metric ton I-3K platform — the workhorse of India’s current Insat
telecom fleet — have been
launched exclusively on European Ariane vehicles to date, although ISRO is working on larger variants of the GSLV to handle
satellites of that size.
K.R. Sridharamurthi, executive director of Antrix, based
here, said the W2M and Hylas
programs will not require significant modifications to the ISRO
platforms since both the I-2K and
I-3K are “more or less tuned” to
the needs of the marketplace. All
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